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Story Ink LLC, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 203 x 127 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Injured Navy SEAL and the critical care
nurse he s attempting to woo join forces to stop a terrorist
attack at a military hospital Navy SEAL, Caesar Sanchez has it
bad for Army Lt. McGee, a nurse at Bagram Airfield in
Afghanistan. When a rescue mission goes bad and he ends up
being medically evacuated, she s there. Not sure whether he ll
walk again, he s afraid to pursue the pretty nurse, not wanting
to shackle her with half a man. Lt. Erin McGee is a Critical Care
Air Transport Team nurse, responsible for ensuring her
patients arrive alive at the next level of health care. Fighting an
attraction to a sexy Navy SEAL she outranks, she resists the risk
of losing her commission for fraternization. But one sensual
tryst behind a supply building isn t enough and the SEALs
determination to see her wear at her resolve. Caesar and Erin
share a medevac plane ride to Germany with a critically
wounded Taliban leader who could provide information to the
whereabouts of four missing soldiers....
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I actually started looking over this publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Da na  Hintz-- Da na  Hintz

Good electronic book and valuable one. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 percent in the pdf. You
wont really feel monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you ask
me).
-- Elisa  R eing er-- Elisa  R eing er
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